Abstract. We present an associative-commutative paramodulation calculus that generalizes the associative-commutative completion procedure to rstorder clauses. The calculus is parametrized by a selection function (on negative literals) and a well-founded ordering on terms. It is compatible with an abstract notion of redundancy that covers such simpli cation techniques as tautology deletion, subsumption, and simpli cation by (associative-commutative) rewriting. The proof of refutational completeness of the calculus is comparatively simple, and the techniques employed may be of independent interest.
Introduction
Rewrite techniques are one of the more successful approaches to equational reasoning. In theorem proving these techniques usually appear in the form of completion-like procedures, such as ordered completion (Bachmair, Dershowitz and Plaisted 1989, Hsiang and Rusinowitch 1987) , associative-commutative completion (Peterson and Stickel 1981) , or basic completion (Bachmair, Ganzinger, Lynch, et al. 1992, Nieuwenhuis and Rubio 1992) . Traditionally completion procedures were formulated for sets of equations (unit clauses), but ordered completion has been generalized to arbitrary non-unit clauses, resulting in several variants of paramodulation called superposition (Rusinowitch 1991 , Zhang 1988 , Bachmair and Ganzinger 1990 , Pais and Peterson 1991 , and the basic strategy has actually rst been developed for rst-order clauses. Associativity and commutativity have been built into ordered paramodulation (Paul 1992, Rusinowitch and Vigneron 1991) , a calculus (Hsiang and Rusinowitch 1991 ) that does not generalize completion, but includes similar rewrite techniques; and Wertz (1992) designed an associativecommutative superposition calculus. Unfortunately, the completeness proofs proposed for these calculi are technically involved and quite complicated.
The calculus described in this paper is obtained by applying the technique of extended rules (Peterson and Stickel 1981) to a superposition calculus of . A similar calculus has been discussed by Wertz (1992) , and our completeness proof, like Wertz's proof, is based on the model construction techniques we originally proposed in (Bachmair and Ganzinger 1990) . The main di erence with our current approach is that we use non-equality partial models to construct an equality model. These modi cations were motivated by our recent work on rewrite techniques for transitive relations in general (Bachmair and Ganzinger 1993) , and allow us to more naturally deal with associative-commutative rewriting.
Completion procedures are based on commutation properties (often called \crit-ical pair lemmas") of the underlying rewrite relation. We believe that our approach may be of independent interest in that it provides a general method for extending such procedures from unit clauses to Horn clauses to full clauses. Clauses are interpreted as conditional rewrite rules (with positive and negative conditions); new clauses need to be inferred with suitably designed inference rules, so that this clausal rewriting relation is well-de ned and satis es the required commutation properties. Associative-commutative superposition represents a non-trivial application of this general methodology.
The next section contains basic notions and terminology of theorem proving and rewriting. The associative-commutative superposition calculus is described in Section 3, and proved complete in Section 4.
Preliminaries

Clauses
We consider rst-order languages with equality. A term is an expression f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) or x, where f is a function symbol of arity n, x is a variable, and t 1 ; : : :; t n are terms.
For simplicity, we assume that equality is the only predicate in our theory. By an atomic formula ( The symmetry of equality is thus built into the notation. This somewhat unusual de nition of literals as multisets of multisets of terms is motivated by our subsequent de nition of an ordering on clauses in Section 2.2.
An interpretation is called an equality interpretation if it satis es the re exivity axiom x x the transitivity axiom x 6 y _ y 6 z _ x z and all congruence axioms x 6 y _ f(: : :; x; : : :) f(: : :; y; : : :) where f ranges over all function symbols. (Symmetry is already built into the notation.) We say that I is an equality model of N if it is an equality interpretation satisfying N. A set N is equality satis able if it has an equality model, and equality unsatis able otherwise.
We will consider the problem of checking whether a given set of clauses has an equality model, and for that purpose have to reason about Herbrand interpretations. Two concepts are useful in this context: rewrite systems and reduction orderings. Any ordering on a set S can be extended to an ordering on nite multisets over S (which for simplicity we also denote by ) as follows: M N if (i) M 6 = N and (ii) whenever N(x) > M(x) then M(y) > N(y), for some y such that y x. If is a total (resp. well-founded) ordering, so is its multiset extension. If is an ordering on terms, then its multiset extension is an ordering on equations; its twofold multiset extension, an ordering on literals; and its threefold multiset extension, an ordering on clauses.
Reduction Orderings
Associative-Commutative Rewriting
An equivalence (relation) is a re exive, transitive, and symmetric binary relation.
A congruence (relation) is an equivalence such that s t implies u s] u t], for all terms s, t, u s], and u t] in the given domain. Note that if I is an equality interpretation, then the set of all pairs (s; t) and (t; s), for which s t is true in I, is a congruence relation on ground terms. Conversely, if is a congruence relation, then the set of all ground equations s t, for which s t, is an equality interpretation.
In short, equality interpretations can be described by congruence relations. Rewrite systems can be used to reason about congruence relations.
By a rewrite system we mean a binary relation on terms. Elements of a rewrite system are called (rewrite) rules and written s ! t. If R is a rewrite system, we denote by ! R the smallest rewrite relation containing R. The transitive-re exive closure of ! R is denoted by ! R ; while $ R denotes the smallest congruence relation containing R. A rewrite system R is said to be terminating if the rewrite relation ! R is well-founded.
We assume that some function symbols f are associative and commutative, i.e., satisfy the axioms f(x; f(y; z)) f(f(x; y); z) f(x; y) f(y; x)
For the rest of the paper, let AC be a set of such axioms. We write f 2 AC, if AC contains the associativity and commutativity axioms for f, and also use AC to denote the binary relation containing the pairs (f(x; f(y; z)); f(f(x; y); z)) and (f(x; y); f(y; x)). Associativity and commutativity are built into rewriting via matching. If R is a rewrite system, we denote by ACnR the set of all rules u 0 ! v , such that u 0 $ AC u for some rule u ! v in R and some substitution . The rewrite relation ! ACnR corresponds to rewriting by R via AC-matching. We say that a term t can be rewritten (modulo AC), or is AC-reducible, if t ! ACnR t 0 . Terms that cannot be rewritten are said to be in AC-normal form or AC-irreducible (with respect to R). We write u # ACnR v if there exist terms u 0 and v 0 such that u ! ACnR u 0 $ AC v 0 ACnR v. Given an AC-compatible reduction ordering, we also write u $ t AC R v (resp. u $ t AC R v) to indicate that there exists a sequence t 0 $ AC R $ AC R t n such that t t i (resp. t t i ), for all i with 0 i n. If R is AC-terminating and we have u # ACnR v, for all terms u and v with u $ AC R v, then R is called AC-convergent. We shall use AC-convergent rewrite systems to describe equality models of AC.
It is a standard result from the theory of term rewriting (see Dershowitz and Jouannaud 1990 for details and further references) that an AC-terminating rewrite system R is AC-convergent if (i) u # ACnR v whenever u ACnR t $ AC v (a property called local AC-coherence of R) and (ii) u # ACnR v whenever u ACnR t ! R v (a property called local AC-con uence of R).
Any rewrite system R can easily be extended to a locally AC-coherent system by a technique proposed by Peterson and Stickel (1981) . An extended rule is a rewrite rule of the form f(x; u) ! f(x; v), where f 2 AC, u is a term f(s; t), and x is a variable not occurring in u or v. We also say that f(x; u) ! f(x; v) is an extension of u ! v. If R is a rewrite system, we denote by R e the set R plus all extensions of rules in R. Any rewrite system R e is locally AC-coherent: if u ACnR e t $ AC v, then u $ AC u 0 ACnR e v, for some term u 0 . The local AC-con uence property is satis ed whenever it can be shown to hold for certain \minimal" rewrite sequences u ACnR t ! R v that are also called \critical overlaps." We only have to consider certain ground rewrite systems R where critical overlaps involve extended rules in R e . This is summarized in the following lemma. Lemma 1. Let R be a ground rewrite system contained in an AC-compatible reduction ordering and suppose that no left-hand side of a rule in R can be rewritten modulo AC by any other rule in R or any extended rule in R e . Furthermore, let t be a ground term, such that for all ground instances f(u; u 0 ) ! f(u; u 00 ) and f(v; v 0 ) ! f(v; v 00 ) of extended rules in R e , where f(u; u 0 ) $ AC f(v; v 0 ) and t f(u; u 0 ), we have f(u; u 00 ) # ACnR e f(v; v 00 ). Then w # ACnR e w 0 for all ground terms w and w 0 such that w $ t AC ACnR w 0 .
If the same conditions are only satis ed for ground instances of extended rules with t f(u; u 0 ), then w # ACnR e w 0 for all ground terms w and w 0 such that w $ t AC ACnR w 0 .
The lemma can be proved by standard techniques from term rewriting.
3 Associative-Commutative Superposition
We formulate our inference rules in terms of a reduction ordering. Furthermore, negative literals in a clause may be marked, in which case they are said to be selected. We assume that at least one literal is selected in each clause in which the maximal literal is negative. (If the maximal literal is positive, there may be no selected literals.)
Let be a well-founded AC-compatible reduction ordering, such that s $ AC t or s t or t s, for all ground terms s and t. (Such orderings have been described by Narendran and Rusinowitch (1991) and Rubio and Nieuwenhuis (1993) .) We say that a clause C _ s t is reductive for s t (with respect to ) if there exists a ground instance C _ s t such that s t and s t C . By an extended clause we mean a reductive clause C _ f(x; s) f(x; t), where f 2 AC, s is a term f(u; v), and x is a variable not occurring in C, s, or t. We also say that C _ f(x; s) f(x; t) is an extension of C _ s t. We 
Lifting Properties
In proving the refutational completeness of the superposition calculus S AC , we shall have to argue about ground instances of clauses and inferences. The connection between the general level and the ground level is usually stated in the form of socalled \lifting" properties.
Let C 1 : : :C n be clauses and let C 1 : : :C n D be a ground inference, i.e., all clauses C i and D are ground. (We assume that each clause C i is marked in the same way as C i ; that is, L is selected in C if and only 6 In other words, selection is ignored for extended clauses.
if L is selected in C.) We say that this ground inference can be AC-lifted if there is an inference C 1 : : :C n C such that C $ AC D. In that case, we also say that the ground inference is an AC-instance of the general inference.
Lifting is no problem for resolution and factoring inferences, but is more di cult for superposition inferences. For example, if N contains two clauses f(x; x) x and a b, where a b, then there is a superposition inference from ground inferences a b f(a; a) a f(a; b) a but no superposition inference from the clauses themselves. we have x $ AC (x ) , for all variables x occurring in s 0 or s, and y = (y ) , for all other variables y. It can easily be shown that C _ s t is reductive for s t and D _ u v is reductive for u v . Also, s 0 is not a variable, so that the inference is an AC-superposition inference. Moreover, the conclusion of the ground inference is AC-equivalent to an instance of the conclusion of the general inference.)
Redundancy
Simpli cation techniques, such as tautology deletion, subsumption, demodulation, contextual rewriting, etc., represent an essential component of automated theorem provers. These techniques are based on a concept of redundancy (Bachmair and Ganzinger 1994), which we shall now adapt to the AC-case.
Let RA denote the set consisting of the re exivity axiom, F the set of all congruence axioms, and T the set consisting of the transitivity axiom, cf. Section 2. Furthermore, for any ground term s, let T s be the set of all ground instances u 6 v _ v 6 w _ u w of the transitivity axiom, for which s u and s v and s w; and T s be the set of all ground instances for which s u and s v and s w;
Let N be a set of clauses. A ground clause C (which need not be an instance of N) is said to be AC-redundant with respect to N (and ordering ) if there exist ground instances C 1 ; : : :; C k of N, such that C C j , for all j with 1 j k, and C is true in every model of AC RA F T s fC 1 ; : : :; C k g, where s is the maximal term in C. It can easily be seen that the clauses C 1 ; : : :; C k can be assumed to be non-redundant. A non-ground clause is called AC-redundant if all its ground instances are.
Remark. We emphasize that AC-redundancy is de ned with respect to arbitrary interpretations, not just equality interpretations. In particular, there are restrictions on the use of the transitivity axiom. The restrictions are of more theoretical than practical signi cance, as all the usual simpli cation techniques can be formalized using AC-redundancy. Wertz (1992) A ground inference with conclusion B is called AC-redundant with respect to N if there exist ground instances C 1 ; : : :; C k of N, such that B is true in every model of AC RA F T s fC 1 ; : : :; C k g, where s is the maximal term in C, and such that the C j are \su ciently small". In the case of an inference in which both premises are ground instances of extended clauses, su ciently small means that ffsgg C j . 7 For any other ground inference it means that C C j , where C is the maximal premise of the inference. A non-ground inference is called AC-redundant if all its ground instances are AC-redundant. One way to render an inference in S AC redundant is to add its conclusion to the set N.
We say that a set of clauses N is saturated up to AC-redundancy if all inferences, the premises of which are non-redundant clauses in N or extensions of non-redundant clauses in N, are AC-redundant.
Let us conclude this section by pointing out that extended clauses are redundant, but inferences with them are not. Therefore it is possible to dispense with extended rules altogether, and instead encode inferences with them directly in an \extended" AC-superposition calculus, cf., Rusinowitch and Vigneron (1991) .
Refutational Completeness
In this section we will show how to de ne an equality model for saturated clause sets that do not contain the empty clause. The de nition of a suitable model uses induction on and is adapted from . The presence of extended rules causes technical complications, though, and requires certain modi cations in the model construction process.
Given a set N of ground clauses, we de ne a corresponding Herbrand interpretation I using induction on . For every clause C in N we de ne R C to be the set S C D E D ; and denote by I C the set fu v : u and v ground, u # ACnR e C vg, which we also call the AC-rewrite closure of R e . Furthermore, if C is a clause C 0 _ s t, where (s t) C 0 and s t, then E C = fs tg if (i) C is false in I C , (ii) C 0 is false in the AC-rewrite closure of (R C fs tg) e , and (iii) the term s is AC-irreducible by R e C . In that case, we also say that C is productive and that it produces s t. In all other cases, E C = ;. Finally, let R be S C E C and let I be the AC-rewrite closure of R e .
The Herbrand interpretation I is intended to be an equality model of N AC, provided N is saturated and does not contain the empty clause. The following lemmas state the essential properties of the interpretations I and I C .
Lemma 2. Let Lemma 3. The interpretation I and all interpretations I C are models of the associativity, commutativity, re exivity, symmetry, and all congruence axioms.
We emphasize that transitivity need not be satis ed by all interpretations I C or I, and consequently these interpretations need not be equality interpretations. However, if the clause set N is saturated, then \su ciently many" instances of the transitivity axiom are true in each interpretation I C , so that the nal interpretation I does indeed satisfy transitivity, and hence is an equality interpretation. The following lemma is essential in this regard. On the other hand, if I C is a model of T t , then we have u # ACnR e C w whenever u ACnR e C v ! ACnR e C w, for some term v with t v. Using Lemma 1, we may conclude that u 0 # ACnR e C v 0 for all ground terms u 0 and v 0 with u 0 $ t AC R e C v 0 .
We now come to the main properties of the model construction.
Lemma 5. Let N be a set of clauses that is saturated up to AC-redundancy, does not contain the empty clause, but contains an extension of every non-redundant reductive clause in N. Let I be the interpretation constructed from the set of all ground instances of N RA. Then for every ground instance C of a clause in N RA we have:
(1) If s is the maximal term in C, then I C is a model of T s .
(2) If C is an instanceĈ of a clause in N, such that x is AC-reducible by R e C , for some variable x inĈ, then C is true in I C .
(3) If C is an instance of a clause with a selected literal, then it is true in I C .
(4) If C is non-productive, then it is true in I C .
(5) If C = C 0 _ A produces A, then C is a non-redundant instance of a clause in N with no selected literals and C 0 is false in I. Proof. We use induction on . Let C be a ground instance of N RA with maximal term s and assume (1)- (7) are already satis ed for all ground instances C 0 of N with C C 0 .
(1) Since for every ground term t there is at least one clause with maximal term t (namely the ground instance t t of the re exivity axiom), we may use the induction hypothesis to infer that I C is a model of T s By Lemmas 1 and 4, it is therefore su cient to prove that for any two ground instances f(u; u 0 ) ! f(u; u 00 ) and f(v; v 0 ) ! f(v; v 00 ) of extended rules in R e C , with s $ AC f(u; u 0 ) $ AC f(v; v 0 ), we have f(u; u 00 ) # ACnR e C f(v; v 00 ). Suppose u 0 u 00 is produced by C 0 _ u 0 u 00 and v 0 v 00 is produced by D 0 _ v 0 v 00 . Both clauses are strictly smaller than C, so that by the induction hypothesis, they are true in I C , whereas C 0 and D 0 are false in I. By AC-superposition we obtain the clause C 00 = C 0 _ D 0 _ f(u; u 00 ) f(v; v 00 ). Since this inference can be AClifted, we may use saturation up to AC-redundancy, to infer that there exist ground instances C 1 ; : : :; C k of N, such that ffsgg C j , for all j with 1 j k, and C 00 is true in every model of AC RA F T s fC 1 ; : : :; C k g. By induction hypothesis, I C is a model of AC RA F T s fC 1 ; : : :; C k g, hence C 00 is true in I C . This implies that f(u; u 00 ) f(v; v 00 ) is true in I C , and thus f(u; u 00 ) # ACnR e C f(v; v 00 ).
(2) Suppose C =Ĉ is a ground instance of N, such that x is AC-reducible by R e C , say x ! ACnR e C u. Let 0 be the same substitution as , except that x 0 = u, and let C 0 be the clauseĈ 0 . Since C C 0 , we may use the induction hypothesis and Lemma 2 to infer that C 0 is true in I C . Furthermore, since x u is true in I C , a literal L in C is true in I C if and only if the corresponding literal L 0 in C 0 is true in I C . This implies that C is true in I C .
If C is an instanceĈ , where x is irreducible for all variables x inĈ, then any inference with maximal premise C can be AC-lifted. We call C an AC-reduced ground instance of N in that case.
(3) Let C = C 0 _ s 6 t be an AC-reduced ground instance of a clause in which the literal corresponding to s 6 t is selected. The assertion is obviously true if s t is false in I C . So let us assume s # ACnR e C t. Since C D, we use the induction hypothesis to infer that D 0 is false in I. Also, if D is productive, it is non-redundant and hence must be a ground instance of a clause with no selected literals. The clause C 00 = C 0 _ D 0 _ s v] 6 t can be obtained from C and D by negative AC-superposition. By saturation up to redundancy, C 00 must be true in I C . Since D 0 and s v] t are false in I C , we may infer that C 0 , and thus C, is true in I C .
(4) Suppose C is false in I C but non-productive. That is, C violates one of the other two conditions imposed on productive clauses.
(4.1) If condition (ii) is violated, then C is of the form C 0 _ s t _ s 0 t 0 , where s t is a maximal literal, s t t 0 , s $ AC s 0 , and t # ACnR e C t 0 . We obtain the clause C 00 = C 0 _ t 6 t 0 _ s 0 t 0 from C by AC-factoring. Using saturation up to redundancy, we may infer that C 00 is true in I C . Since t t 0 is true in I C , this implies that C 0 _ s 0 t 0 , and therefore C, is true in I C , which is a contradiction. (5) A productive clause C = C 0 _ A is false in I C , hence is non-redundant and, by part (3), cannot be an instance of a clause with selected literals. The de nition of productive clauses also ensures that C 0 is false in the AC-rewrite closure of (R C E C ) e , and hence false in I.
The lemma indicates that under the given assumptions I is an equality model of AC N. (Any non-productive ground instance C of N is true in I C , while nonproductive ground instances C are true in the AC-rewrite closure of (R C E C ) e . Furthermore, I is a model of T t , for all ground terms t; and hence is a model of T.)
The proof of the lemma also shows that certain inferences with extended clauses are unnecessary. For instance, AC-superpositions on a proper subterm of an extended clause, i.e., inferences of the form C; s t D; f(x; u s 0 ]) f(x; v) C ; D ; f(x; u t]) f(x; v) where is a most general AC-uni er of s and s 0 , and the second premise extends the clause D _ u s 0 ] v, are not needed.
As an immediate corollary of the above lemmas we obtain: Theorem 6. Let N be a set of clauses that is saturated up to AC-redundancy with respect to the associative-commutative superposition calculus S AC . Furthermore, suppose N contains an extension of every non-redundant reductive clause in N. Then N AC is equality unsatis able if and only if it contains the empty clause.
Proof. If N AC contains the empty clause it is unsatis able. If N AC does not contain the empty clause, let I be the interpretation constructed from the set of all ground instances of N RA. By Lemmas 3 and 5, I is an equality model of N AC.
This theorem shows that associative-commutative superposition calculi provide a basis for refutationally complete theorem provers. Such a theorem prover has to saturate a given set of input clauses up to AC-redundancy. The empty clause will be generated if the input set, plus AC, is equality unsatis able. Saturation of clause sets can be achieved by fair application of inference rules. These aspects of the saturation process have been discussed elsewhere, e.g., or Bachmair, Ganzinger and Waldmann (1994) , and apply directly to the present case.
Summary
We have presented an associative-commutative superposition calculus and proved its refutational completeness. We have tried to keep the exposition clear and simple, and therefore have not discussed various possible improvements to the calculus, most of which can be derived from redundancy. Some are relatively minor, such as the redundancy of certain inferences involving an extended clause, while others are more important, e.g., the use of redex orderings to achieve a similar e ect as critical pair criteria. The main di erence of our calculus with other associative-commutative paramodulation calculi is that the associativity and commutativity axioms, but not all instances of the transitivity axiom, are built into our notion of redundancy; whereas other researchers have opted for transitivity and compromised on associativity and commutativity (Wertz 1992, Nieuwenhuis and Rubio 1994) . From a more practical perspective our approach is preferrable, as enough instances of transitivity are provided to cover full associative-commutative rewriting, while otherwise associative-commutative rewriting actually needs to be restricted. In addition, our completeness proof is simpler than previous proofs.
